
Desking System

varitos.c

Versatile office interior solutions.

Workstations that motivate people in all office environments – from mauser of course.

intelligent furniture – since 1896
intelligent furniture – since 1896
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varitos.c 
Workstations for those at the cutting edge.

More opportunities for new ideas. 
varitos.c has an extensive range of applications and is therefore 
compatible with a whole host of different office interior concepts. 
Ranging from single-occupant offices to open-space solutions, from 
project workshops to executive offices. Ideal for those at the cutting 
edge, who wish to implement new ideas in the "modern office" 
quickly and cost-effectively.

More ergonomic benefits.
varitos.c helps your staff to stay healthy. A range of height adjust-
ment options enables users to customize the ergonomics of their 
workstations to an even greater degree. Furthermore the stand/sit 
version encourages people to change working positions and provides 
a "healthy" dose of exercise in the office. This Jens Korte design picks
up on the traditional design vocabulary of classic steel tube furniture
and projects it into the 21st century.

Outstanding

Designer Jens Korte 
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varitos.c
Workstations for creative professionals.

varitos.c in stand/sit workstation format.
Thinking creatively, viewing things from various perspectives. The 
stand/sit workstation version of varitos.c enables this to happen. 
Standing up, breathing deeply and moving your desk top up a level
or two makes generating and developing ideas fun. 

Flexible height adjustability in standard desk format too.
The standard height adjustment feature already caters for short
and tall people. 
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Dynamic
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varitos.c
Workstations for role models.

Reception in keeping with corporate style.
varitos.c conveys that "first impression" in exactly the style that 
matches your company. For example as an elegant counter, where 
people’s personal space is respected. Or much more face-to-face, 
in the form of a same-level reception and information desk.

Welcome to the lobby, lounge and reception!
varitos.c features a wide range of finishes that enable it to dovetail 
easily with its surroundings and with your corporate image.
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Inviting
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Growth-enhancing varitos.c
Workstations for movers and shakers.

The interior that grows as you grow.
varitos.c accompanies businesses through all phases of growth. All 
workstations can be modularly upgraded. Extensions and additions 
can be actioned quickly, easily and cost-effectively. Even as far as 
same system meeting room solutions.

varitos.c can be reconfigured at any time. 
New tasks, new projects and relocations often require spontaneous 
adjustments of office work processes. varitos.c’s modular design 
means it can cope with any eventuality.

9
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varitos.c
Workstations for open-plan team players.

Working undisturbed in open-plan offices.
Efficiency combined with a feel-good atmosphere. varitos.c’s open- 
ended design allows for a wide range of combinations with mauser’s 
sound-absorbing partition and storage systems.

Functioning structures with privacy. 
Light and transparency instead of dark boxes. varitos.c creates work-
stations that facilitate communication, yet at the same time provide 
enough privacy to let you think. The result is greater satisfaction and 
increased efficiency.

Team-focused
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varitos.c
Workstations for innovators.

Wider perspective. 
Innovators require open spaces that inspire them. varitos.c allows for 
superior configurations that flexibly back up spacious room concepts.

Contented staff. 
Companies that wish to retain their staff long-term can use varitos.c 
as a motivator. For this system is capable of catering very specifically 
for a wide range of design and functional requirements.
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Inspirational
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varitos.c
Workstations for lateral thinkers.

Effective use of space. 
Space-saving as well as user benefits. A smart combination of work-
station and storage system facilitates direct access to documents and 
conceals cables. Integrated coat hooks dispense with the need for 
coat racks.

Motivational accentuation. 
The wide choice of colour finishes for decorative beam panels and 
cantilevers coupled with the broad range of attractive laminates and 
veneers for desk tops provides extra motivation.
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Intelligent
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varitos.c
Workstations for the health-conscious.

Raise your desks and lower the rate of absenteeism due to sickness.
Continuous, fast and quiet. That is how electromotive height adjust-
ment functions on the stand/sit workstation. Ideal for office teams
that want to keep both mentally and physically fit.

Greater concentration. Better communication.
Being able to think things through undisturbed and yet if necessary
being able to communicate with one another. Whilst screens afford
some privacy, the open design of the C-leg frame encourages team
mobility.
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Ergonomic



varitos.c
Workstations for two.

Successful duo.
varitos.c in a face-to-face configuration once again demonstrates
the benefits of its modular design. This desk combination conveys
a welcome impression of transparency, no matter how confined
the interior. Elements of corporate design can feature in the colour
finishes of the decorative panels. 

Enhancing teamwork. 
Short distances, actively sharing information and ideas. People
can agree on issues straightaway in person, there’s no wastage.
The double workstation can help teams to bond and to accelerate
work processes.

Communicative
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varitos.c
Workstations for executives.

No-frills elegance.
Sometimes a no-frills look is even more elegant than any amount 
of finery and glamour. varitos.c features frames and cantilevers in 
an attractive combination of curves and straight lines, finished off 
by premium tops. That appeals.

Singular aura.  
No varitos.c desk is "off the peg". There are dozens of options available 
to let you upgrade the system to an executive workstation. Ranging 
from bright-chromed details to freestyle-design desk tops in wood 
veneer finishes. Individuality is king.
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Versatile

2322

Cantilever colours:

• White aluminium RAL 9006
• Anthracite grey RAL 7016
• Graphite black RAL 9011
• Pure white RAL 9010

Tops:

•  25 mm chipboard in laminate 
or veneer

• 13 mm solid core

Operating unit:

• Up/Down (standard)
• Optional Up/Down with display
•  Optional Up/Down memory 

with display

Optional collision guard sensor

(applies to electromotive height
adjustment)

Column specification:

• Adjustable (650 – 850 mm)
• Catch mechanism (650 – 850 mm)
• Power-operated (650 – 1250 mm)

Column colours:

• White aluminium RAL 9006
• Anthracite grey RAL 7016
• Graphite black RAL 9011
• Pure white RAL 9010

Manual telescopic height adjust-
ment. The simple clamping
mechanism allows for heights
ranging from 650 to 850 mm.

Non-tool telescopic height ad-
just-ment. The catch mechanism 
enables you to height-adjust 
from 650 to 850 mm in seconds.

Electromotive telescopic height
adjustment. Continuous, for stand/
sit workstations. For working heights 
ranging from 650 to 1250 mm.

varitos.c
Workstations for interior professionals.

Practical accessories. 
The same principle applies here
too – achieve more using fewer
components. In effect all acces-
sories can be replaced quickly 
and easily. That ensures greater 
flexibility when reconfiguring 
workstations.

Convenient cable management.
varitos.c’s cable management
modules have been designed
to enable staff to configure and
if necessary modify their own
cable management at their desks
with little effort. For example to
accommodate new IT components.

Design consistency.
What distinguishes the three dif-
ferent height-adjustable versions 
is the adjustment mechanism and 
not the design. The distinctive tel-
escope design remains the same 
throughout. The benefit is that 
your interior retains a consistent 
look, no matter what height 
adjustment mechanism you 
choose. 

Optional decorative cantilever panels:

all RAL colours
high gloss chromed 

Double-sided drop-down cable
duct. Conceals bundles of cables.

Practical media flap. For instant
access to the socket bar in the
cable duct.

Practical sliding top. For fast,  
direct access to all cables.

Pencil tray.

Space-saving CPU bracket. Holds
the hard-disk unit securely in
place.

Lateral CPU bracket. Creates 
space beneath the desk and 
makes cleaning the floor easier.

CPU bracket/printer shelf combi-
nation. Extremely space-efficient!

Charging station for mobile
phones.

Modern netbox. Fast plug-in
connections for "nomads".

Attractive cable grommet. Keeps
things tidy!

Functional cable grommet.

Design panels:

all RAL colours
high gloss chromed 

Caps:

all RAL colours
high gloss chromed 
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varitos.c
Workstations for those who care about the environment.

Recycling and disposal.
Steel table bases are up to 100 % recyclable. If a varitos.c desk is 
returned to mauser after many years in service, the materials used 
will initially be separated and sorted by material type. The steel will 
be supplied to certified recycling service providers whilst the tops 
are disposed of in an environmentally compatible manner to recover 
their energy content.

Quality, longevity and sustainability.
From the start varitos.c’s design and engineering has included the 
exclusive use of premium quality materials with long lifecycles. Our 
manufacturing complies with strict German environmental standards. 
And when we deliver we reduce the amount of packaging involved 
by using reusable furniture covers where appropriate.

Our Company is DIN EN ISO 9001, EN ISO 14001 as well as DIN EN ISO 
50001-certified. The series varitos.c complies with all current office 
standards and requirements.
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Sustainable



Freestyle tables

Angular desks/tables

Balloon-shaped executive desk extensions

Balloon-shaped mirror-image desk extensionsMeeting tables

Desk extensions, optional, attached to side of desk

Meeting table extensions 90° linking tops

Desk returns optional, linked on right/left

Desks            (meeting tables start at a width of 1200 mm           )

Desk add-ons optional, can be attached to the rear of the desk

Storage and equipment tables

Manual height adjustment
using clamp mechanism 

Non-tool height adjustment 
using catch mechanism

Electromotive pushbutton-operated 
height adjustment 

Adaptable varitos.c
Workstations for the discerning.

Wide choice of top shapes and sizes.
The varitos.c system offers a supremely wide choice of standardized 
top shapes and sizes, not only for desks but also for meeting tables
to provide a perfect design match.

Premium materials.
As far as table tops are concerned, you can choose between a sturdy 
25 mm E1 fine chipboard top in a laminate or veneer finish and a
classic 13 mm solid core top. Impact-resistant lipping with rounded
edges protects table top rims.

Freestyle tables

Angular desks/tables

Balloon-shaped executive desk extensions

Balloon-shaped mirror-image desk extensionsMeeting tables

Desk extensions, optional, attached to side of desk

Meeting table extensions 90° linking tops

Desk returns optional, linked on right/left

Desks            (meeting tables start at a width of 1200 mm           )

Desk add-ons optional, can be attached to the rear of the desk

Storage and equipment tables

Manual height adjustment
using clamp mechanism 

Non-tool height adjustment 
using catch mechanism

Electromotive pushbutton-operated 
height adjustment 
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mauser einrichtungssysteme
GmbH & Co. KG
3 Western Close
Dover, Kent CT17 9DW

phone +44 [0] 1304 729972
mobile +44 [0] 7939 118021
info@mauser-office.co.uk
www.mauser-moebel.de/en

mauser
einrichtungssysteme
is a member of the
VAUTH-SAGEL Group. 06
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